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Context

Nunavut
! Extremely low demographic density and Inuit indigenous group

predominance (Statistics Canada, 2013)
! Estimated ocean coastline of 104,000 km
! Majority of the population lives in coastal areas
(Public Works and Government Services Canada, 2014)
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Context

Nunavut
! Arctic ecosystem warming up at a faster pace than the northern hemisphere

average
! Associated changes to have major impacts on global climate system (IPCC ﬁfth
assessment)
! Limited local mitigation opportunities as the territory is responsible for a small
proportion of Canada’ greenhouse gas (GHG) emission
Several initiatives have been recently introduced to stimulate the
implementation of adaptation measures, but most documented experiences
exclude formal monitoring and evaluation (M&E) activities.
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Conceptual framework
! Leading role of knowledge development in the mainstreaming of

climate change adaptation

! Evaluation of climate risk and vulnerabilities
! Documentation of local knowledge and practice
! Identiﬁcation of adaptation strategies (from local actors/grey or scientiﬁc

litterature)

! Expected inﬂuence from this knowledge
! Dissemination of the contextual speciﬁcities, generated knowledge,

identiﬁed innovations...
! Advocacy to integrate identiﬁed responses to climate changed in
government policies and planning
! Support to government organizations (local/national) and NGO in
designing and implementing policies, programs, plans, integrating
adaptation

So, more knowledge = Improving the quality of public decisions?
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Conceptual framework
Mainstreaming of climate change adaptation
! Integration
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Conceptual framework
Did you say ambiguity?

Hinkel, 2011
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Methods

More knowledge?

Better public decisions?
Ostrom, 2010
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Methods
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Methods
Exploratory research
! Interviews with key local stakeholders in Iqaluit involved with issues

related to climate change (n=7) during the summer of 2015

! Representatives from Nunavut government agencies, city of Iqaluit, NGO,

civil society organizations

! Open access data (statistics/reports) recently published.
! Limits: Data greatly aﬀected by collection parameters heterogeneity and

contextual constrains for monitoring including remoteness, access to sites
and performance of technological tools in extreme cold condition

Research questions
1. How does the lack of robust monitoring and evaluation inﬂuence

adaptation limits in the region?
2. What are the current insights emerging on this topic and what do
these limits mean for local communities?
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Discussion

How does the lack of robust M&E limits adaptation in
Iqaluit region?
Factors constraining planning and implementation of adaptation
options, to document in order to organize adaptation eﬀorts and
collective action dealing with climate change (Fifth Assessment
Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, 2014)
!
!
!
!
!
!

Knowledge, awareness and technology constraints
Physical and biological constraints
Economic and ﬁnancial constraints
Human ressources constraints
Social and cultural constraints
Governance and institutional constraints
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Discussion

How does the lack of robust M&E limits adaptation in
Iqaluit region?
! Knowledge, awareness and technology constraints
+++
! Collective growing awareness of changing vulnerabilities
! Visible emergence of neologism in Inuktitut in Nunavut oﬃcial publications, as
part in the construction of a process of ownership
--! Declining tacit, orally communicated, knowledge
! Adapting implies giving-up activities associated to a traditional life-style, thus
hurting many Nunavut inhabitants’ deep beliefs
! Growing number of research on CCA in the Arctic region, producing new
knowledge... But limited absorptive capacity and embryonic knowledge
utilization and transfer processes
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Discussion

How does the lack of robust M&E limits adaptation in
Iqaluit region?
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Discussion

How does the lack of robust M&E limits adaptation in
Iqaluit region?

ddd
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Discussion

How does the lack of robust M&E limits adaptation in
Iqualuit region?

informal indicators used by the population to
measure their perception of climate change
impacts and also local adaptation processes:
-

ddd

-

Number of polar bear seen or killed in Iqaluit and
Apex,
Frequency of incidents, changes in snowmobile
roads due to ice thinning
Changes in snow cover
Number of accidental drowning while doing
traditional activities such as hunting...

Developed by community members, taken from daily
life, context specific, non-transferable, documenting
new phenomenon...
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Discussion

How does the lack of robust M&E limits adaptation in
Iqualuit region?
! Physical and biological constraints
! Iqaluit region facing intense vulnerabilities (permafrost thawing, seasonal

changes, extreme weather events) creating instability and hazards (ﬂooding,
landslides, coastal ice push, strom surges, coastal erosion...)

Partial or total ignorance about physical and biological vulnerabilities, as
reliable and regularly updated data are scarce
Data quality greatly aﬀected by the heterogeneity of collection parameters
and the contextual monitoring constrains including remoteness, access to
sites and performance of technological tools in extreme cold condition
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Discussion

How does the lack of robust M&E limits adaptation in
Iqaluit region?
! Economic and ﬁnancial constraints
! Growing concern for permafrost melting on infrastructure
! Development of new maritime routes, intensiﬁcation of natural ressources

exploitation, growing ﬂow of visitors, integration to wage economy
! Inﬂux of previously unavailable products

! Human ressources constraints
! Local experts needed to build new knowledge, enhance awareness and facilitate

the implantation of required new technologies
! Recent eﬀorts to elaborate vulnerability indicators led to the engagement of an
inclusive dialogue
! May attenuate current discrepancies, as well as provide a better regional
understanding of the climatic risks and measures to implement in coastal Arctic
zones.
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Discussion

How does the lack of robust M&E limits adaptation in
Iqaluit region?
! Social, health and cultural constraints
! Local communities facing cross-scale dynamics, involving multiple and strong

stressors
! High level of resilience within local indigenous communities, as fast
transformations occurred (decline of a traditional subsistence lifestyle,
sedentarization process, public-programs imposed by South-institutions,
exploitation of natural resources)
! Areas of concerns such as safe drinking water, increased air pollution caused by
waste disposal management policies, access to essential goods
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Discussion

How does the lack of robust M&E limits adaptation in
Iqaluit region?
! Governance and institutional constraints
! Iqaluit now the territory’s hub hosting local, territorial and federal government

point of service
! Shared responsibilities between federal, territorial and municipal authorities,
increasing the number of stakeholders potentially involved in the decisionmaking of CCA M&E
! M&E is not a priority, as local government authorities are focusing on
responding to basic social and economic needs of the population.
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Discussion

What are the current insights emerging on this topics and
what do these limits mean for local communities?
Constraints and competing values
! Priorities from the current local government are not focused on climate

change but rather on the short-term supply of essential goods, services
and infrastructures.
! Visible dissonances between how local communities and governmental

authorities understand projected climate change impacts and potential
vulnerabilities
! Climate change is one of many issues in a global ﬁght for survival by Iqaluit
community members
! Polluter-polluted” paradox, where local communities are directly aﬀected by
climate change, without being responsible for the experienced negative
consequences
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Discussion

What are the current insights emerging on this topics and
what do these limits mean for local communities?
! Important eﬀorts necessary to persuade local community members to enroll
!
!
!
!

in adaptation initiatives
Indicators identiﬁcation and selection are critical, but so is the gathering of
evidence to document them.
Documentation of practical indicators to measure CCA is greatly limited by
the lack of historic and speciﬁc data.
Rapidity and complexity of climate change related issues may surpass local
absorptive capacity.
Local experts are needed to build new knowledge, enhance awareness and
facilitate the implantation of required new technologies.
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